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Melvin Laird and the Foundation of the Post-
Vietnam Military, 1969-1973 2015
e xamines the former congressman melvin laird s efforts to reconstitute
the department of defense during the last years of the vietnam war laird
acted to mitigate the adverse effects of the vietnam war on the
department and to prepare the nation s armed forces for the future
foremost was the transition from a conscripted military to an all
volunteer force a fundamental policy shift that ended an unpopular and
inequitable draft system from jacket

Parliamentary Papers 1876
this book provides a useful guide for researchers reviewers and
consumers who are charged with judging the quality of qualitative
studies

Reviewing Qualitative Research in the Social
Sciences 2013
selected bibliography p 511 519

The CIA & Congress 2005
writing that works is a concise practical guide to the principles of
effective writing in this revised and updated edition roman and
raphaelson reveal how to improve memos letters reports speeches resumes
plans and other business papers learn how to say what you want to say
with less difficulty and more confidence

Writing that Works 1995
in his signature pragmatic and friendly style david silverman acts as
your stand in supervisor in the seventh edition of this book taking you
step by step through different methods for making sense of qualitative
data whether you are interested in analysing visual images interviews
focus groups or online data this book provides a clear framework for
using qualitative data to answer your research questions the book
provides a strong grounding in research design principles so you can
embed best practice into your research project diverse real world
examples so you can see how principles are applied in practice coverage
of new developments in qualitative research including working with
online data if you are new to qualitative research or conducting your
first research project in the social sciences this book gives you the
practical grounding in qualitative methods you need to get started

Census Tract Memo 1967
charles walcott and karen hult maintain that the organization of the
white house influences presidential performance much more than commonly
thought and that organization theory is an essential tool for
understanding that influence their book offers the first systematic
application of organizational governance theory to the structures and
operations of the white house office using organizational theory to
analyze what at times has been a rather ad hoc and disorganized office
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might seem quixotic after all the white house office exists within a
turbulent political environment that encourages expedient decision
making and every four to eight years it must be reinvented by presidents
who have their own theories and preferences about how to organize a
staff to serve their policy needs but walcott and hult argue that white
house staffs are not simply puppets of presidential preference and style
yes staff structures evolve primarily from presidents strategic
responses to external demands but those structures in turn significantly
influence how the executive branch perceives and responds to further
demands the first part of their book lays out the theoretical argument
the second examines white house outreach congressional liaison press
relations personnel selection executive branch oversight and interest
group and intergovernmental liaison the third focuses on white house
handling of policy development and implementation the fourth analyzes
staff structures that facilitate the operation of the presidency itself
presidential writing and scheduling staff management and cabinet
coordination the book concludes by identifying general patterns in the
emergency nature and stability of governance structures in the white
house original and instructive governing the white house provides a much
needed primer on the inner workings of the white house staff and will be
an essential volume for anyone studying the presidency

Interpreting Qualitative Data 2024-01-25
the definitive account of watergate st louis post dispatch

Governing the White House 1995
just memos preparing for practice sixth edition

The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of
Richard Nixon 1992-03-17
masterfully researched there is no book like this either in the field of
lbj literature or in the field of chicano history mario t garcía author
of mexican americans leadership ideology and identity 1930 1960 as he
worked to build his great society lyndon johnson often harkened back to
his teaching days in the segregated mexican school at cotulla texas
recalling the poverty and prejudice that blighted his students lives
johnson declared it never occurred to me in my fondest dreams that i
might have the chance to help the sons and daughters of those students
and to help people like them all over this country but now i do have
that chance and i ll let you in on a secret i mean to use it this book
explores the complex and sometimes contradictory relations between lbj
and mexican americans julie pycior shows that johnson s genuine desire
to help mexican americans and reap the political dividends did not
prevent him from allying himself with individuals and groups intent on
thwarting mexican americans organizing efforts not surprisingly these
actions elicited a wide range of response from grateful loyalty to in
some cases outright opposition mexican americans complicated
relationship with lbj influenced both their political development and
his career with consequences that reverberated in society at large
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Report of the Commissioners, Minutes of the
Evidence, and Appendix, with General Index of
Minutes of Evidence and Appendix 1876
ace greenberg did almost everything better than i do bridge magic tricks
dog training and arbitrage all the important things in life warren
buffett alan c greenberg the former chairman of bear stearns and a
celebrated philanthropist was known throughout the financial world for
his biting quirky but invaluable and wise memos read by everyone from
warren buffett to jeff bezos to tom peters i love this book the coauthor
of in search of excellence said greenberg s memos from the chairman
comprise a unique and uniquely simple management philosophy make
decisions based on common sense avoid the herd mentality control
expenses with unrelenting vigil run your business at the highest level
of morality free your motivated intelligent people from the chain of
command always return phone calls promptly and courteously never believe
your own body odor is perfume and stay humble humble humble

Papers of the Nixon White House 1987
contains primary source documents

Case studies in the achievement of air
superiority 2022-01-31
in turning right in the sixties mary brennan describes how conservative
americans from a variety of backgrounds feeling disfranchised and
ignored joined forces to make their voices heard and by 1968 had gained
enough power within the party to play the decisive role in determining
who would be chosen as the presidential nominee building on barry
goldwater s shortlived bid for the presidential nomination in 1960
republican conservatives forged new coalitions aided by an increasingly
vocal conservative press and began to organize at the grassroots level
their goal was to nominate a conservative in the next election and
eventually they gained enough support to guarantee goldwater the
nomination in 1964 liberal republicans as brennan demonstrates failed to
stop this swing to the right brennan argues that goldwater s loss to
lyndon johnson in the general election has obscured the more significant
fact that conservatives had wrestled control of the republican party
from the moderates who had dominated it for years the lessons
conservatives learned in that campaign aided them in 1968 when they were
able to force richard nixon to cast himself as a conservative candidate
says brennan and also laid the groundwork for ronald reagan s
presidential victory in 1980

Just Memos 2010-07-05
these documents provide a shocking inside account of the activities of
one tobacco company brown williamson and its multinational parent
british american tobacco over more than thirty years

LBJ and Mexican Americans 1996-03-01
a trenchant summation and analysis of the legal rationales behind the us
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drone policy of targeted killing of suspected terrorists including us
citizens publishers weekly starred review in the long response to 9 11
the us government initiated a deeply controversial policy of targeted
killing the extrajudicial execution of suspected terrorists and
militants typically via drones a remarkable effort was made to
legitimize this practice one that most human rights experts agree is
illegal and that the united states has historically condemned in the
drone memos civil rights lawyer jameel jaffer presents and assesses the
legal memos and policy documents that enabled the obama administration
to put this program into action in a lucid and provocative introduction
jaffer who led the aclu legal team that secured the release of many of
the documents evaluates the drone memos in light of domestic and
international law he connects the documents legal abstractions to the
real world violence they allow and makes the case that we are trading
core principles of democracy and human rights for the illusion of
security a careful study of a secretive counterterrorism infrastructure
capable of sustaining endless orderless war this book is profoundly
necessary katrina vanden heuvel editor and publisher of the nation

Memos from the Chairman 1997
what made henry kissinger the kind of diplomat he was what experiences
and influences shaped his worldview and provided the framework for his
approach to international relations suri offers a thought provoking
interpretive study of one of the most influential and controversial
political figures of the twentieth century

The Other Side of the Sixties 1995
statistics are just as vital to understanding political science as the
study of institutions but getting students to understand them when
teaching a methods course can be a big challenge statistics for
political analysis makes understanding the numbers easy the only
introduction to statistics book written specifically for political
science undergraduates this book explains each statistical concept in
plain language from basic univariate statistics and the basic measures
of association to bivariate and multivariate regression and uses real
world political examples students learn the relevance of statistics to
political science how to understand and calculate statistics
mathematically and how to obtain them using spss all calculations are
modeled step by step giving students needed practice to master the
process without making it intimidating each chapter concludes with
exercises that get students actively applying the steps and building
their professional skills through data calculation analysis and memo
writing

Turning Right in the Sixties 1967
this volume provides an insider s view of hollywood s most glamorous era
and the elements of film production

Memo 1998
in 1973 henry kissinger shared the nobel peace prize for the secret
negotiations that led to the agreement on ending the war and restoring
peace in vietnam nixon famously declared the 1973 agreement to be peace
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with honor america was disengaging yet south vietnam still stood to
fight its own war kissinger promptly moved to seal up his personal
records of the negotiations arguing that they are private not government
records and that he will only allow them to be unsealed after his death
no peace no honor deploys extraordinary documentary bombshells including
a complete north vietnamese account of the secret talks to blow the lid
off the true story of the peace process neither nixon and kissinger s
critics nor their defenders have guessed at the full truth the entire
peace negotiation was a sham nixon did not plan to exit vietnam but he
knew that in order to continue bombing without a congressional cutoff he
would need a fig leaf kissinger negotiated a deal that he and nixon
expected the north to violate ironically their long maintained spin on
what happened next is partially true only watergate stopped america from
sending the bombers back in this revelatory book has many other
surprises berman produces new evidence that finally proves a long
suspected connection between candidate nixon in 1968 and the south
vietnamese government he tells the full story of operation duck hook a
large scale offensive planned by nixon as early as 1969 that would have
widened the war even to the point of bombing civilian food supplies he
reveals transcripts of candidate george mcgovern s attempts to negotiate
his own october surprise for 1972 and a seriocomic plan by the cia to
overthrow south vietnam s president thieu even as late as 1975
throughout with page turning dialogue provided by official
transcriptions and notes berman reveals the step by step betrayal of
south vietnam that started with a short circuited negotiations loop and
ended with double talk false promises and outright abandonment berman
draws on hundreds of declassified documents including the notes of
kissinger s aides phone taps of the nixon campaign in 1968 and mcgovern
s own transcripts of his negotiations with north vietnam he has been
able to double and triple check north vietnamese accounts against
american notes of meetings as well as previously released bits of the
record he has interviewed many key players including high level south
vietnamese officials this definitive account forever and completely
rewrites the final chapter of the vietnam war henry kissinger s nobel
prize was won at the cost of america s honor

World SwordFish Fisheries, Volume 6, Western
Europe, NOAA Tech. Memo. NMFS-F/SPO-29, November
1997 1996
examines the pervasive presence of surveillance and how surveillance
technologies alter the performance of everyday life

The Cigarette Papers 2010-01-12
this book was donated as a part of the david h hugel collection an
archival collection of the special collections archives university of
baltimore

The Drone Memos 1973
for almost forty years the verdict on lyndon johnson s presidency has
been reduced to a handful of harsh words tragedy betrayal lost
opportunity initially historians focused on the vietnam war and how that
conflict derailed liberalism tarnished the nation s reputation wasted
lives and eventually even led to watergate more recently johnson has
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been excoriated in more personal terms as a player of political hardball
as the product of machine style corruption as an opportunist as a cruel
husband and boss in lbj randall b woods a distinguished historian of
twentieth century america and a son of texas offers a wholesale
reappraisal and sweeping authoritative account of the lbj who has been
lost under this baleful gaze woods understands the political landscape
of the american south and the differences between personal failings and
political principles thanks to the release of thousands of hours of lbj
s white house tapes along with the declassification of tens of thousands
of documents and interviews with key aides woods s lbj brings crucial
new evidence to bear on many key aspects of the man and the politician
as private conversations reveal johnson intentionally exaggerated his
stereotype in many interviews for reasons of both tactics and contempt
it is time to set the record straight woods s johnson is a flawed but
deeply sympathetic character he was born into a family with a liberal
texas tradition of public service and a strong belief in the public good
he worked tirelessly but not just for the sake of ambition his approach
to reform at home and to fighting fascism and communism abroad was
motivated by the same ideals and based on a liberal christian tradition
that is often forgotten today vietnam turned into a tragedy but it was
part and parcel of johnson s commitment to civil rights and antipoverty
reforms lbj offers a fascinating new history of the political upheavals
of the 1960s and a new way to understand the last great burst of
liberalism in america johnson was a magnetic character and his life was
filled with fascinating stories and scenes through insights gained from
interviews with his longtime secretary his secret service detail and his
closest aides and confidants woods brings johnson before us in vivid and
unforgettable color

Computing Center Memo 2009-05-01
in the 1930 s and 1940 s the prevalent american view of china was that
of a friendly democratic and increasingly christian state in many ways
akin to the united states this view was fostered by a wide range of
literary political and business leaders including pearl s buck franklin
d roosevelt wendell willkie joseph stillwell claire chennault and most
notably the powerful publisher of life and time henry r luce this book
shows how the notion of the chinese as aspiring americans helped shape
american opinions and policies toward asia for almost twenty years this
notion derived less from the reality of chinese historical or cultural
similarities than from a projection of american values and culture in
the american view fueled by various political economic and religious
interests china was less a geographical entity than a symbol of american
hopes and fears one of the more important consequences was the
idealization of china and the demonization of japan

HENRY KISSINGER AND THE AMERICAN CENTURY
2014-01-15
the hopkins touch offers the first portrait in over two decades of the
most powerful man in roosevelt s administration david roll shows how
harry hopkins an iowa born social worker who had been an integral part
of the new deal s implementation became the linchpin in fdr s and
america s relationships with churchill and stalin and spoke with an
authority second only to the president s gaunt nearly spectral and
malnourished following an operation to remove part of his stomach the
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newly widowed hopkins accepted the president s invitation to move into
the white house in 1940 and remained roosevelt s closest advisor
speechwriter sounding board and friend nearly to the end between 1940
and 1945 with incomparable skill and indefatigable determination hopkins
organized the lend lease program and steered the president to prepare
the public for war with germany he became fdr s problem solver and fixer
helping to smooth over crises such as when the british refused to allow
an invasion of europe in 1943 enraging stalin who felt that the soviet
union was carrying the military effort against the nazis lacking an
official title or a clear executive branch portfolio hopkins could take
the political risks his boss could not and proved crucial to maintaining
personal relations among the big three beloved by some such as churchill
who believed that hopkins always went to the root of the matter and
trusted by most including the paranoid stalin there were nevertheless
those who resented the influence of the white house rasputin based on
newly available sources the hopkins touch is an absorbing substantial
new work that offers a fresh perspective on the world war ii era and the
allied leaders through the life of the man who kept them on point until
the war was won

The development of ballistic missiles in the
United States Air Force 1945-1960 1993
the end of the cold war should have been an occasion to reassess its
origins history significance and consequences yet most commentators have
restated positions already developed during the cold war they have taken
the break up of the soviet union the shift toward capitalism and
electoral politics in eastern europe and countries formerly in the ussr
as evidence of a moral and political victory for the united states that
needs no further elaboration this collection of essays offers a more
complex and nuanced analysis of cold war history it challenges the
prevailing perspective which editor allen hunter terms vindicationism
writing from different disciplinary and conceptual vantage points the
contributors to the collection invite a rethinking of what the cold war
was how fully it defined the decades after world war ii what forces
sustained it and what forces led to its demise by exploring a wide range
of central themes of the era rethinking the cold war widens the
discussion of the cold war s place in post war history and intellectual
life

Statistics for Political Analysis 2001-09-23
this book draws on a multiplicity of sources to recreate brilliantly the
proceedings and to offer a reasoned often profound examination of the
processes that created international law

Memo from Darryl F. Zanuck 2018-01-23
when strategies of containment was first published the soviet union was
still a superpower ronald reagan was president of the united states and
the berlin wall was still standing this updated edition of gaddis
classic carries the history of containment through the end of the cold
war beginning with franklin d roosevelt s postwar plans gaddis provides
a thorough critical analysis of george f kennan s original strategy of
containment nsc 68 the eisenhower dulles new look the kennedy johnson
flexible response strategy the nixon kissinger strategy of detente and
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now a comprehensive assessment of how reagan and gorbechev completed the
process of containment thereby bringing the cold war to an end he
concludes provocatively that reagan more effectively than any other cold
war president drew upon the strengths of both approaches while avoiding
their weaknesses a must read for anyone interested in cold war history
grand strategy and the origins of the post cold war world

No Peace, No Honor 1997
ramiz alkhishin the author s alter ego is a grocer he has a passion for
a life that is as independent as possible from its surroundings to him
the trendy place to be in is the one to avoid while the traditional road
to follow is the one to by pass he has already documented some of his
thought adventures in eight earlier books the author in his new book the
whispering molecules listened to and recorded the whispers of a variety
of inert composites the result of this imaginary project was a series of
forty six stand alone story dialogues where these seemingly life less
objects express their human like observations as they go about
undertaking their designated tasks the author hopes that through these
dialectic scenes the reader can enjoy a trip where absolutes are banned
and doubt is a constant companion when questioned why he dislikes
absolutes so much ramiz responded by reciting the following dialogue he
had overheard glass you seem confused what happened to you water what do
you mean glass you were clear and transparent but no more so water i
paid the price for being naïve glass how water by thinking that a drop
of ink is too small to affect me

Performance, Transparency, and the Cultures of
Surveillance 1985

U.S. Marines in Vietnam 2007-11-01

Constitutional Conventions Procedures 1999-02-01

LBJ 2013-01-04

American Images of China, 1931-1949 1979

The Hopkins Touch 1998

Reaching Judgment at Nuremberg 1989

Rethinking the Cold War 2003-02-19
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The Nuremberg Trials 2005-06-23
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